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Process 

Do you want to participate in a Wake up and run race in a group atmosphere? 

To achieve this, refer to the registration process below and note that registration under the group conditions is 

only valid for 5 people or more. 

The registration deadline is two weeks before the event date and the discount code is valid until Friday 

noon of the week before the race date. 

Step 1: 

The first step is to define and register the group leader under the registration link or by clicking HERE. When this 

person registers their group, it is important that they know the number of participants because the OFFERS vary 

according to the number of people in the group. 

Once the registration form has been completed and sent, the group leader will receive by email the discount 

code allowing him/her to purchase the desired tickets on the Starticket website; he/she will also receive a 

document to be completed with the data of your group members. Be careful, the discount code is unique and 

definitive. 

Step 2 : 

Go to the CITIES tab of our website, select the city in which you and your group want to register, the registration 

link will redirect you to the Starticket website, then proceed to purchase tickets under the chosen offer by selecting 

the T-shirt sizes for each sex, not to mention entering the discount code. Finalize your order by making the 

payment. 

For a safe and fast validation of tickets, we advise you to make your purchase by credit card; payment by invoice 

is nevertheless possible, however the latter is valid for a period of 7 days by paper invoice or 2 days by electronic 

invoice, before the order expires. 

When distributing tickets, make sure that the sizes and cuts of T-shirts match each member of your group! 

Step 3: 

After placing an order, it is important to return the completed document containing the data of the people in 

your group to communication@wake-up-and-run.ch, so that each member of the group receives information 

about the race for which he/she has been registered. This table is useful for us to ensure safety in the event of a 

dispute and to be able to identify the riders before the race. 

The Wake up and run team is looking forward to seeing you in large numbers for the 2019 edition. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfQpMtXpTrH7Zpx2_zgAQU33wfTmWqfbicALGR3fJOwrECy7A/viewform
https://www.wake-up-and-run.ch/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Price-list.pdf
https://www.wake-up-and-run.ch/en/cities/
mailto:communication@wake-up-and-run.ch

